Cheyenne Theater Meeting Minutes
May 1, 2017
Attending: Board Members Margyre Antholz, Bridgette Antholz, and Robert Grace; and
Assistant Manager Emily Mullins. Manager Cara Hunt had an excused absence.
The meeting began at 6:00 PM.
The minutes were approved as read. We had no financial report.
Emily reports that the highway sign is working a little better, possibly because Lila removed some
excess data from the software. But the theater’s internet is still flaky and unreliable, and makes
the sign update difficult.
The hot dogs are selling better, possibly because we are now using brats. No one asked BankWest
about using their main street sign for advertising, but we will do that soon. Robert hasn’t replaced
the door locks: he talked with JR, and the City has some mechanical ones. Robert is concerned the
mechanical ones won’t work as well on the deadbolt position, and he worries that replacing the
mechanical keys with electronic ones will merely substitute one set of problems with other ones.
The issue was tabled for the present.
After a motion by Margyre, and second by Bridgette, we vote to have Rod’s Locksmith
Service put a deadbolt on the west booth door. Robert will contact Rod.
Robert reports that he changed the filters on heat pumps, and inspected the belts. He also
reprogrammed the thermostats, which were mysteriously all wrong. He checked them after the
recent power failure, and their batteries seem to be working, so we don’t know why they were set
incorrectly.
Cara reports, via Robert, that she will begin maternity leave on June 11. Emily says that she is ready
to assume the temporary manager position, and she will do some training on setting up the movie
with the new employees. The Board thinks that the training is a good idea.
Emily mentions the idea of showing two different movies each weekend. We note that price of
current movies is too much to allow only a single showing, so the second movie would have to be
an older, and therefore less expensive movie. We will discuss the idea at the next meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 6:24 PM.

